Abstract: Transfer Center enaCom acts a mediator, translator and catalyst between all stakeholders inside and outside the university. We aim at transferring research results to the benefit of society. Services are provided in the following three areas start-up, technology transfer and public engagement. We support all members of the university by offering advice and complement their activities with our own projects.

In the area of entrepreneurship, we promote university members and their start-up projects in order to turn ideas into successful new businesses. Technology transfer translates research results into a range of applications beyond academia as well as into entrepreneurial practice. enaCom mediates ways for successful cooperations between science and business, e.g. patented research results find their way to the market. University of Bonn meets its social responsibility and fosters knowledge transfer for the common good. It takes up impulses from society, stimulates dialogues on current topics and enriches the city and region culturally.

David Dung, project lead of the spin-off “Midel Photonics”, will join in as role model. The physicists develop high quality laser beam shaping elements for industrial usage to enable efficient material processing and sustainable future technologies.